
Amphora’s
Diner
Deluxe
Deco Diner

Mixes Vintage
with Modern

If the term “diner” conjures images of surly waitresses

serving burgers, fries and endless cups of coffee, you

haven’t visited Amphora’s Diner Deluxe in Herndon,

Va. This is no diner, it’s a diner deluxe in both name

and style. Open 24 hours a day, the Diner Deluxe

offers more than 300 menu items and a variety of fresh

baked European breads and sweets, serving everyone

from the hamburger-and-milkshake crowd to the

steak-and-cocktail set. The deluxe style focuses on the

energy and elegance of the art deco architecture popu-

lar in the 1920s and 1930s, complete with bold colors,

curvilinear forms and geometric motifs.

continued on page 88
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Diner, continued from page 87

“I wanted a pre-1950s deco atmosphere,” said owner Maria

Architects set out to design the restaurant’s 5,500 square feet

of public space, which includes three dining rooms and more

than 300 seats. The entire restaurant covers approximately
16,000 square feet and has many

features including a cocktail bar,
lunch counter and bakery com-

The diner combined elements of art deco plete with a French deck oven,

which supplies baked goods to the
into a less formal modern setting created Diner Deluxe as well as other

with drywall, wood veneer and other restaurants.

modern building products. Deluxe Design

The design goal was to create the

character, feel and atmosphere of a
Cholakis, “and I wanted striking colors like lime green, plum classic diner of the 1920s or 1930s while still integrating con-
and military blue,” she added. temporary sensibility and style.

With this in mind, New York-based Charles Wermers “With the Diner Deluxe, we rejected 1950s drive-in burger
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The style
focuses on the

energy and
elegance of the

art deco
architecture

popular in the
1920s and

1930s,
complete with

bold colors.

joint image and instead focused on the

energy and elegance of art deco and the

streamlined look of that era,” Wermers

said. “And it had to be done with mod-

ern materials on a limited budget.”

The result of the two stylistic approach-

es is a hybrid of modern and art deco

design that combines typical elements

of art deco, such as curved lines and

bold colors, into a less formal modern

setting created with drywall, wood

veneer and other modern building

products.

This amalgamation of old and new is

evident in the restaurant’s largest and

most informal of the three dining

rooms. The room is adjacent to the

bakery retail counter, which faces the

entryway.

Suspended above the dining room is a

curved soffit constructed with metal

framing and drywall painted lime

green.

The soffit leads over the abutment with

the kitchen and above the granite-

topped lunch counter, which extends

almost the entire length of the large

dining room.

“The curved fascia of the soffit served

as a valence between these spaces and

helped simplify and unify the irregular

geometries established by the service

and kitchen areas,” Wermers said.

The room also features many colors.

The small ceiling area beneath and

behind the curved soffit is painted

plum and is fitted with recessed light-

ing in cobalt blue. The booths incorpo-

rate another of Cholakis’ favorites, mil-

itary blue.

The smooth curve motif continues on

the dining rooms ceiling, where Wer-
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mers used CURVUTURA, a unique suspended

ceiling system from USG Interiors, Inc., to

create a three-dimensional curved ceiling in a

series of long alternating arcs with a stainless

steel finish.

the concept of integrating new ideas with an

older style.”

The Look Follows Through

“I attempted to transform the art deco spirit

into a style of current materials and methods,”

W e r m e r s

said.

In this same spirit, each of the Diner Deluxe’s

other smaller dining rooms also has its own

unique features that combine the deco style

“Authentic

reproduc-
The small ceiling area beneath and

tion would behind the curved soffit is
have been

expensive painted plum and is fitted with recessed
and unnec-

essary. The lighting in cobalt blue.
o w n e r s

w a n t e d  a

particular character rather than the authentic

detailing.

with cost-effective contemporary materials,

creating a similar feel throughout the restau-

rant.

“This allowed for the insertion of materials

such as the CURVUTURA ceiling, which created

an energetic feature that worked very well with

In one dining room a barrel vaulted ceiling fin-

ished with 3-inch tongue-and-groove wood
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paneling stained a deep mahogany color dominates the rooms

interior decor. In the other dining room, the ceiling is laid out

Surrounding the coffered dining room ceiling is a recessed

blue formica border in a wood grain pattern. The ceiling’s

cross members and the soffit adjacent

to the walls are mahogany-stained

wood.

In one dining room, a barrel
“The Diner Deluxe integrates both

vaulted ceiling finished with 3-inch old and new in the same spirit to cre-

tongue-and-groove wood paneling
ate dining spaces that are both elegant

and informal, as well as both energetic

dominates the room’s interior decor.
and calm,” Wermers said.

with a different design in mind—in a nine-square grid of

large coffered panels.

This is evident in the way it manages

to showcase the spectacular amongst

the simple and to draw all kinds of customers, from retirees

having their morning eggs and coffee, to business people out

to lunch, to young revelers finishing their evening at 3 a.m.
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